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Starts with EI- 

EIDETIC CDEEIIT person able to recall vivid images [n -S] 

EIDOLIC CDEIILO pertaining to eidolon (phantom (something existing in appearance only)) [adj] 

EIDOLON DEILNOO phantom (something existing in appearance only) [n -LA, -S] 

EIGHTHS EGHHIST EIGHTH, one of eight equal parts [n] 

EIGHTVO EGHIOTV octavo (page size) [n -S] 

EIKONES EEIKNOS EIKON, icon (representation (act of representing (represent))) [n] 

EINKORN EIKNNOR variety of wheat [n -S] 

EIRENIC CEEIINR irenic (peaceful in purpose) [adj] 

EISWEIN EEIINSW sweet German wine [n -S] 

 

Contains -EI- 

ABLEISM ABEILMS prejudice or discrimination against disabled people [n -S] 

ABLEIST ABEILST one that practices ableism [n -S] 

ABSEILS ABEILSS ABSEIL, to rappel (to descend from steep height by means of rope) [v] 

AGAPEIC AACEGIP AGAPE, communal meal of fellowship [adj] 

AGEINGS AEGGINS AGEING, aging (process of growing old) [n] 

AGEISMS AEGIMSS AGEISM, discrimination based on age [n] 

AGEISTS AEGISST AGEIST, advocate of ageism [n] 

ANTEING AEGINNT ANTE, to put fixed stake into pot before cards are dealt in poker [v] 

APNOEIC ACEINOP APNOEA, apnea (temporary cessation of respiration) [adj] 

APOGEIC ACEGIOP APOGEE, point in orbit of body which is farthest from earth [adj] 

ARANEID AADEINR spider [n -S] 

ATHEISM AEHIMST belief that there is no God [n -S] 

ATHEIST AEHISTT believer in atheism [n -S] 

BEIGEST BEEGIST BEIGE, of tan color [adj] 

BEIGNES BEEGINS BEIGNE, beignet (type of fritter or doughnut) [n] 

BEIGNET BEEGINT type of fritter or doughnut [n -S] 

BLUEING BEGILNU bluing (fabric coloring) [n -S] / BLUE, to make blue [v] 

BLUEISH BEHILSU bluish (somewhat blue) [adj] 

CAFFEIN ACEFFIN caffeine (bitter alkaloid used as stimulant) [n -S] 

CASEINS ACEINSS CASEIN, milk protein [n] 

CEILERS CEEILRS CEILER, one that ceils (to furnish with ceiling) [n] 

CEILIDH CDEHIIL Irish or Scottish party [n -S] 

CEILING CEGIILN overhead lining of room [n -S] / CEIL, to furnish with ceiling [v] 

CEPHEID CDEEHIP giant star [n -S] 

CHOREIC CCEHIOR CHOREA, nervous disorder [adj] 

CLUEING CEGILNU CLUE, to give guiding information [v] 

CLUPEID CDEILPU fish of herring family [n -S] 

CODEIAS ACDEIOS CODEIA, codeine (narcotic alkaloid) [n] 

CODEINA ACDEINO codeine (narcotic alkaloid) [n -S] 

CODEINE CDEEINO narcotic alkaloid [n -S] 

CODEINS CDEINOS CODEIN, codeine (narcotic alkaloid) [n] 

COHEIRS CEHIORS COHEIR, joint heir [n] 

CONCEIT CCEINOT to imagine (to form mental picture of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORBEIL BCEILOR sculptured fruit basket [n -S] 
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COREIGN CEGINOR joint reign [n -S] 

CROCEIN CCEINOR red dye [n -S] 

CUEISTS CEISSTU CUEIST, one that uses cue (straight tapering rod) in billiards [n] 

CYSTEIN CEINSTY cysteine (amino acid) [n -S] 

DECEITS CDEEIST DECEIT, act of deceiving (to mislead by falsehood) [n] 

DECEIVE CDEEEIV to mislead by falsehood [v -D, -VING, -S] 

DEICERS CDEEIRS DEICER, one that deices (to free from ice) [n] 

DEICIDE CDDEEII killing of god [n -S] 

DEICING CDEGIIN DEICE, to free from ice [v] 

DEICTIC CCDEIIT word or phrase that specifies identity or location [n -S] 

DEIFIED DDEEFII DEIFY, to make god of [v] 

DEIFIER DEEFIIR one that deifies (to make god of) [n -S] 

DEIFIES DEEFIIS DEIFY, to make god of [v] 

DEIFORM DEFIMOR having form of god [adj] 

DEIGNED DDEEGIN DEIGN, to lower oneself to do something [v] 

DEISTIC CDEIIST DEIST, adherent of deism (religious philosophy) [adj] 

DEITIES DEEIIST DEITY, god or goddess [n] 

DEKEING DEEGIKN DEKE, to fake opponent out of position [v] 

DELEING DEEGILN DELE, to delete (to remove written or printed matter) [v] 

DEVEINS DEEINSV DEVEIN, to remove dorsal vein from [v] 

DREEING DEEGINR DREE, to suffer (to feel pain or distress) [v] 

DREIDEL DDEEILR spinning toy [n -S] 

DREIDLS DDEILRS DREIDL, dreidel (spinning toy) [n] 

DYEINGS DEGINSY DYEING, something colored with dye [n] 

DYNEINS DEINNSY DYNEIN, enzyme involved in cell movement [n] 

EISWEIN EEIINSW sweet German wine [n -S] 

EPEEIST EEEIPST one who fences with epee [n -S] 

EPEIRIC CEEIIPR pertaining to vertical movement of earth's crust [adj] 

EPIGEIC CEEGIIP epigeous (growing on or close to ground) [adj] 

EUPNEIC CEEINPU EUPNEA, normal breathing [adj] 

FADEINS ADEFINS FADEIN, gradual increase in brightness of image [n] 

FEIGNED DEEFGIN FEIGN, to pretend (to assume or display false appearance of) [v] 

FEIGNER EEFGINR one that feigns (to pretend (to assume or display false appearance of)) [n -S] 

FEIJOAS AEFIJOS FEIJOA, green edible fruit [n] 

FEINTED DEEFINT FEINT, to make deceptive movement [v] 

FIDEISM DEFIIMS reliance on faith rather than reason [n -S] 

FIDEIST DEFIIST believer in fideism [n -S] 

FLEEING EEFGILN FLEE, to run away [v] 

FOREIGN EFGINOR situated outside place or country [adj] 

FORFEIT EFFIORT to lose as penalty [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FREEING EEFGINR FREE, to make free [v] 

FREIGHT EFGHIRT to load with goods for transportation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GALLEIN AEGILLN green dye [n -S] 

GASEITY AEGISTY state of being gas [n -S] 

GEISHAS AEGHISS GEISHA, Japanese girl trained to entertain [n] 

GLUEING EGGILNU GLUE, to fasten with glue (adhesive substance) [v] 
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GREEING EEGGINR GREE, to agree (to have same opinion) [v] 

GREIGES EEGGIRS GREIGE, fabric in gray state [n] 

GREISEN EEGINRS type of rock [n -S] 

HEIFERS EEFHIRS HEIFER, young cow [n] 

HEIGHTH EGHHHIT height (highest point) [n -S] 

HEIGHTS EGHHIST HEIGHT, highest point [n] 

HEILING EGHIILN HEIL, to salute (to greet with sign of welcome or respect) [v] 

HEIMISH EHHIIMS haimish (homey, unpretentious) [adj] 

HEINIES EEHIINS HEINIE, buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n] 

HEINOUS EHINOSU very wicked [adj] 

HEIRDOM DEHIMOR heirship (right to inheritance) [n -S] 

HEIRESS EEHIRSS female inheritor [n -ES] 

HEIRING EGHIINR HEIR, to inherit (to receive by legal succession) [v] 

HEISTED DEEHIST HEIST, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

HEISTER EEHIRST one that heists (to steal (to take without right or permission)) [n -S] 

HORDEIN DEHINOR simple protein [n -S] 

HOWBEIT BEHIOTW nevertheless [adv] 

HYGEIST EGHISTY expert in hygiene [n -S] 

ILEITIS EIIILST inflammation of ileum [n -IDES, -ES] 

INBEING BEGIINN state of being inherent (existing in something as essential characteristic) [n -S] 

INVEIGH EGHIINV to protest angrily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JADEITE ADEEIJT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

KEISTER EEIKRST buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S] 

KEITLOA AEIKLOT rhinoceros (perissodactyl of family Rhinocerotidae) [n -S] 

KNEEING EEGIKNN KNEE, to strike with knee (joint of leg) [v] 

KNEIDEL DEEIKLN knaidel (type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup)) [n -S, -DLACH] 

LEISTER EEILRST to spear with three-pronged fishing implement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LEISURE EEILRSU freedom from demands of work or duty [n -S] 

LOMEINS EILMNOS LOMEIN, Chinese dish of noodles, meat, and vegetables [n] 

LUGEING EGGILNU LUGE, to race on luge (small sled) [v] 

LUTEINS EILNSTU LUTEIN, yellow pigment [n] 

MADEIRA AADEIMR white wine [n -S] 

MEINIES EEIIMNS MEINIE, meiny (retinue (group of attendants)) [n] / MEINY [n] 

MEIOSES EEIMOSS MEIOSIS, type of cell division [n] 

MEIOSIS EIIMOSS type of cell division [n -SES] 

MEIOTIC CEIIMOT MEIOSIS, type of cell division [adj] 

MEISTER EEIMRST one who is knowledgeable about something specified [n -S] 

MILREIS EIILMRS former monetary unit of Portugal [n MILREIS] 

MOREISH EHIMORS so good that you want to have more [adj] 

MULLEIN EILLMNU Eurasian herb [n -S] 

MUREINS EIMNRSU MUREIN, type of polymer (complex chemical compound) [n] 

NARCEIN ACEINNR narceine (opium derivative) [n -S] 

NEIGHED DEEGHIN NEIGH, to utter cry of horse [v] 

NEITHER EEHINRT not one or other [adj] 

NEREIDS DEEINRS NEREID, sea nymph [n] 

NUCLEIN CEILNNU protein found in nuclei [n -S] 
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OGREISH EGHIORS resembling ogre (monster (strange or terrifying creature)) [adj] 

OGREISM EGIMORS state of being ogreish (resembling ogre (monster (strange or terrifying creature))) [n -S] 

OLEINES EEILNOS OLEINE, olein (liquid portion of fat) [n] 

ONEIRIC CEIINOR pertaining to dreams [adj] 

ORCEINS CEINORS ORCEIN, reddish brown dye [n] 

OREIDES DEEIORS OREIDE, oroide (alloy used to imitate gold) [n] 

OSSEINS EINOSSS OSSEIN, protein substance in bone [n] 

PAREIRA AAEIPRR medicinal plant root [n -S] 

PEINING EGIINNP PEIN, to peen (to beat with non-flat end of hammerhead) [v] 

PEISING EGIINPS PEISE, to weigh (to determine weight of) [v] 

PEREION EEINOPR thorax of some crustaceans [n -IA, -S] 

PIEINGS EGIINPS PIEING, act of throwing pie at public figure [n] 

PLEIADS ADEILPS PLEIAD, group of seven illustrious persons [n] 

PREEING EEGINPR PREE, to test by tasting [v] 

PROTEID DEIOPRT protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n -S] 

PROTEIN EINOPRT nitrogenous organic compound [n -S] 

RECEIPT CEEIPRT to mark as having been paid [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECEIVE CEEEIRV to come into possession of [v -D, -VING, -S] 

REIFIED DEEFIIR REIFY, to regard as real or concrete [v] 

REIFIER EEFIIRR one that reifies (to regard as real or concrete) [n -S] 

REIFIES EEFIIRS REIFY, to regard as real or concrete [v] 

REIGNED DEEGINR REIGN, to exercise sovereign power [v] 

REIMAGE AEEGIMR to image again [v -D, -GING, -S] 

REINCUR CEINRRU to incur again [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

REINDEX DEEINRX to index again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINING EGIINNR REIN, to restrain (to hold back from action) [v] 

REINKED DEEIKNR REINK, to ink again [v] 

REINTER EEINRRT to inter again [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

REISHIS EHIIRSS REISHI, mushroom having shiny cap [n] 

REISSUE EEIRSSU to issue again [v -D, -UING, -S] 

REITBOK BEIKORT reedbuck (African antelope) [n -S] 

REIVERS EEIRRSV REIVER, one that reives (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [n] 

REIVING EGIINRV act or instance of plundering [n -S] / REIVE, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

RESEIZE EEEIRSZ to seize again [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

REWEIGH EEGHIRW to weigh again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SABEING ABEGINS SABE, to savvy (to understand (to grasp mentally)) [v] 

SANSEIS AEINSSS SANSEI, grandchild of Japanese immigrants to United States [n] 

SCHNEID CDEHINS losing streak [n -S]  

SEEINGS EEGINSS SEEING, act of one that sees [n] 

SEICHES CEEHISS SEICHE, oscillation of surface of lake or landlocked sea [n] 

SEIDELS DEEILSS SEIDEL, large beer glass [n] 

SEINERS EEINRSS SEINER, one that seines (to catch fish with large, vertically hanging net) [n] 

SEINING EGIINNS act of catching fish with seine [n -S] / SEINE, to catch fish with large, vertically hanging net [v] 

SEISERS EEIRSSS SEISER, seizer (one that seizes (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n] 

SEISING EGIINSS seizing (act of one that seizes) [n -S] / SEISE, to seize (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [v] 

SEISINS EIINSSS SEISIN, seizin (legal possession of land) [n] 
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SEISMAL AEILMSS SEISM, earthquake [adj] 

SEISMIC CEIIMSS SEISM, earthquake [adj] 

SEISORS EIORSSS SEISOR, seizor (one that takes seizin) [n] 

SEISURE EEIRSSU seizure (act of seizing (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n -S] 

SEITANS AEINSST SEITAN, food made from wheat gluten [n] 

SEIZERS EEIRSSZ SEIZER, one that seizes (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [n] 

SEIZING EGIINSZ act of one that seizes [n -S] / SEIZE, to take hold of suddenly and forcibly [v] 

SEIZINS EIINSSZ SEIZIN, legal possession of land [n] 

SEIZORS EIORSSZ SEIZOR, one that takes seizin [n] 

SEIZURE EEIRSUZ act of seizing (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly) [n -S] 

SENSEIS EEINSSS SENSEI, teacher of Japanese martial arts [n] 

SEREINS EEINRSS SEREIN, fine rain falling from apparently clear sky [n] 

SHEIKHS EHHIKSS SHEIKH, sheik (Arab chief) [n] 

SHEILAS AEHILSS SHEILA, young woman [n] 

SHEITAN AEHINST shaitan (evil spirit) [n -S] 

SHEITEL EEHILST wig worn by married Jewish woman [n -S] 

SHOEING EGHINOS SHOE, to provide with shoes [v] 

SKEEING EEGIKNS SKEE, to ski (to travel on skis (long, narrow strips of wood or metal)) [v] 

SKEINED DEEIKNS SKEIN, to wind into long, loose coils [v] 

SKREIGH EGHIKRS to screech (to utter harsh, shrill cry) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SLEIGHS EGHILSS SLEIGH, to ride in sled [v] 

SLEIGHT EGHILST deftness (quality of being deft (skillful (having skill))) [n -S] 

SPAEING AEGINPS act of foretelling (to tell of or about in advance) [n -S] / SPAE, to foretell (to tell of or about in advance) [v] 

SPEILED DEEILPS SPEIL, to speel (to climb (to ascend (to go or move upward))) [v] 

SPEIRED DEEIPRS SPEIR, to speer (to inquire (to ask about)) [v] 

SPEISES EEIPSSS SPEISE, speiss (metallic mixture obtained in smelting certain ores) [n] 

SURFEIT EFIRSTU to supply to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SURVEIL EILRSUV to watch closely [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

TAMEINS AEIMNST TAMEIN, garment worn by Burmese women [n] 

THEINES EEHINST THEINE, caffeine (bitter alkaloid used as stimulant) [n] 

THEISMS EHIMSST THEISM, belief in existence of god [n] 

THEISTS EHISSTT THEIST, one who believes in existence of god [n] 

THEREIN EEHINRT in that place [adv] 

TINEIDS DEIINST TINEID, one of family of moths [n] 

TREEING EEGINRT TREE, to drive up tree (tall, woody plant) [v] 

TRUEING EGINRTU TRUE, to bring to conformity with standard or requirement [v] 

UNBEING BEGINNU UNBE, to cease to have being [v] 

UNVEILS EILNSUV UNVEIL, to remove covering from [v] 

UREIDES DEEIRSU UREIDE, chemical compound [n] 

UVEITIC CEIITUV UVEITIS, inflammation of uvea [adj] 

UVEITIS EIISTUV inflammation of uvea [n -ES] 

VEILERS EEILRSV VEILER, one that veils (to provide with veil (piece of sheer fabric worn over face)) [n] 

VEILING EGIILNV veil [n -S] / VEIL, to provide with veil (piece of sheer fabric worn over face) [v] 

VEINERS EEINRSV VEINER, tool used in wood carving [n] 

VEINIER EEIINRV VEINY, full of veins [adj] 

VEINING EGIINNV network of veins [n -S] / VEIN, to fill with veins (tubular blood vessels) [v] 
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VEINLET EEILNTV small vein [n -S] 

VEINOUS EINOSUV having prominent veins [adj] 

VEINULE EEILNUV venule (small vein) [n -S] 

VERMEIL EEILMRV red color [n -S] 

VILLEIN EIILLNV type of serf (feudal slave) [n -S] 

VISEING EGIINSV VISE, to hold in vise (clamping device) [v] 

WEIGELA AEEGILW flowering shrub [n -S] 

WEIGHED DEEGHIW WEIGH, to determine weight of [v] 

WEIGHER EEGHIRW one that weighs (to determine weight of) [n -S] 

WEIGHTS EGHISTW WEIGHT, to add weight (heaviness) to [v] 

WEIGHTY EGHITWY having great weight [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

WEINERS EEINRSW WEINER, wiener (frankfurter) [n] 

WEIRDED DDEEIRW WEIRD, to cause to experience strange sensation [v] 

WEIRDER DEEIRRW WEIRD, mysteriously strange [adj] 

WEIRDIE DEEIIRW very strange person [n -S] 

WEIRDLY DEILRWY in weird (mysteriously strange) manner [adv] 

WEIRDOS DEIORSW WEIRDO, weirdie (very strange person) [n] 

WHEREIN EEHINRW in which [conj] 

 

Ends with -EI 

CADUCEI ACCDEIU CADUCEUS, heraldic wand or staff [n] 

HEXEREI EEEHIRX witchcraft [n -S] 

 


